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Agenda
 Intro activity
 Stress Factors
 Why is transition hard?
 Planning transitions 
 Same/different/fears/expectations
 What works?
 Transition checklist
 Questions to ask/strategies
 Case Study
 Passports
 Any questions and evaluations
 Thank you!



Think of something you have learnt about your child and changes



What are the Stress Factors for 
your child ?



Why don’t autistic people like 
change?
Social interaction

Communication 

Flexibility of thinking

Sensory sensitivities

Making sense of the 
world

Mind blindness

Little experiential 
learning

Focus on detail

Literal understanding

Lack of common sense

Poor generalisation

Desire for sameness

Can’t self-soothe / 
emotionally regulate

Anxiety







So How do we support?
Give time
Have patience
Allow for the autism
Use visual structure
Use prompts
Be detectives
Use special interests

Prepare for change
Personalise
Support Communication
Planning and 

perseverance
Motivate and reward
Be consistent
Look after yourself



Transition to 
Secondary school



Secondary School
Same Different



Different 
teachers?

New 
friends?

Independence?

Your child’s expectations



Your child’s fears

Homework?

Making 
friends?

Detention?

The lunch 
hall?



What works?



Transition Checklist

 Adaptations
 Socialising and making 

new friends
 Organisation and planning
 Time to practice
 Passports
 Problem solving
 Planning for high sensory 

information environments



And think and plan for anxiety…

 Mindfulness

 Apps

 Breathing techniques

 Quiet time

 Special interest time

 Taking pressure off – plan for ‘down time’

 Think sensory – what’s in the pocket



Questions to ask your new school
 Think whole school approach. Does the SLT have an 

understanding of autism?

 Can they demonstrate examples of how they have worked 
well with autistic pupils?

 Can you see the school SEN policy?

 How does the school manage transition for autistic pupils? 

 Will the school teach social skill and understanding?

 Can you see policies on inclusion, disability & equality, 
behaviour & bullying?

 How many LSAs are in the school?



When you visit
 Photo book

 Social stories

 Meet new staff and pupils

 Practice journey

 Maps of school

 Sensory checklist

 School rules

 Uniform 

 Opportunities to ask questions



Visual Strategies



What do I choose?



Journeys
 https://lewisham.gov.uk/myservices/education/special-educational-needs/school-

transport-for-children-with-sen/training-young-people-with-special-educational-
needs-to-use-public-transport-independently (Independent travel training)

 Initial road safety and personal safety training

 Initial training to the student’s bus stop or train station

 Training from home to school or college

 Shadowing the journey

 Final review/assessment and sign-off

 highways@southwark.gov.uk. (Travel bus)

 Backward chaining

 Social stories and other visual supports

https://lewisham.gov.uk/myservices/education/special-educational-needs/school-transport-for-children-with-sen/training-young-people-with-special-educational-needs-to-use-public-transport-independently
mailto:highways@southwark.gov.uk


Social stories/Articles ™

This concept was created by 
Carol Gray to support the social 
learning and understanding of 
people with different 
understanding. They describe 
what has or will happen in any 
social situation. It describes 
what people do, why they do it 
and what the common responses 
are. In this way they offer 
alternative perspectives.







Emotions toolbox



Coping with social media



Case Study
Charlie is 11 years and lives at home with his Mum and 
Dad and younger sister. Charlie has a diagnosis of 
Autism. Charlie has just started a new school. He knows 
two other children in his tutor group. The tutor group 
are about to go away on school journey. What could be 
done to support the trip.



PASSPORTS
 Parents to do…



Any Questions ?


